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An integrative exp lanation proposes that culture and gender in teract to
produce fundamentally differen t patterns o f associat ion between posit ive
and nega tive emotions. People in independent-ba sed cultures (e.g. the U nited
States) exper ience emotions in opposit ional (i.e. bipolar) ways, wherea s
people in interdependent-based cultures (e.g. Chin a) exper ience emotions in
dia lect ic ways. These patterns are stronger for women than men in both
cu ltures. In support of the theory, Study 1 showed that po sit ive and negat ive
emotions are strongly correlated inversely fo r American women and weakly
correlated inver sely for Amer ican men, but strongly correla ted posit ively for
Chinese women and weakly correlated posit ively for Chinese men. In Study 2,
® ndings fo r Koreans, although mixed , were closer to the results fo r Chinese.

INTRODUCTION

Are positive affect (PA) and negative affect (N A) independent or bipolar?

Ear ly research found evidence for both the former (e.g. Bradburn , 1969;

D iener & Emmons, 1985) and the latter (e.g. Russell, 1980), with lit tle

resolut ion as to the nature of the discrepancies. Recently, G reen, G oldman ,

and Sa lovey (1993) and Barrett and Russell (1998) proposed a methodo-

logical solut ion to the dispu te, arguing that, once random and systematic

errors are con trolled for, PA and N A will be strongly bipo lar. H owever, one

should note that the evidence for bipo la rity is virtually the same between
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random error and systematic error models in G reen et al. (1993). L ikewise,

our reanalyses of the data in table 1 and table 5 in Barret t and Russell

(1998) reveal that the evidence for bipolar ity is essentially the same

between their random error and systematic error models.
1

We also reana lysed data published in Lucas, D iener, and Suh (1996),

where maxima lly different methods were used to measure PA and N A (i.e.

self-reports taken at two points in time sepa rated by approximately six

months and key informant reports by fr iends or family members).2 Lucas

et al. (1996) peformed a t rad it ional correlationa l analysis, bu t we used

structura l equation models to be comparable to the analyses performed

by G reen et al. (1993) and Barrett and Russell (1998). Our result s showed

that the models tak ing in to account errors in measures had to be rejected

on the basis of the x 2-test, R M SEA, and N N F I. On the other hand , once

systematic error was taken into account, the models ® t well for the data in

stud ies 1 and 2 in Lucas et al.(1996). H ere, PA and N A were totally

independent in study 1 (i.e. f = 2 .15, t = 2 1.85) and moderately corre-

lated negatively in study 2 (i.e. f = 2 .40, t = 2 3.65). PA and N A in studies

1 and 2 were measured with the Positive Affect N egative Affect Schedule

(PAN AS; Watson, C la rk, & Tellegen, 1988). In study 3, Lucas et al. (1996)

again used the PAN AS plus the Affect Balance Scale to measure PA and

N A. Although the design does not permit application of structu ral equa-

tion models fo r representing systematic error, it was possible to examine

correlations between PA and N A. H ere PA and N A were aga in independent

fo r the PAN AS (r = .03, n .s.) and were highly correlated negatively for the

Affect Balance Scale (r = 2 .57, P < .001).

It is interesting to note that the correlations corrected for measurement

error between PA and N A under the PAN AS were 2 .57 in G reen et al.

(1993) and 2 .48 in Barrett and Russell (1998).3 F urther, in an analysis of

love, joy, shame, anger, fear, and sadness, D iener, Smith, and F ujita (1995)

modelled random and systematic error and found that PA and N A facto rs

fo r these emotions were moderately correlated negatively ( f = 2 .44, no

signi® cance repor ted). In sum, con¯ icting evidence for bipolarity and

independence st ill exists, despite attempts to account for the discrepancies

by controlling fo r random and systematic errors.

In the most comprehensive analysis to date of the lit erature on bipolar-

ity, Russell and Carroll (1999, p. 25) found `̀ lit tle or no substance to the

psychometric challenge to bipolar ity’ ’ and concluded that ` f̀o r the rou tine
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assessment of affective feelings, b ipolar response formats are justi® ed’ ’ . We

believe that th is conclusion is premature and that it is essent ia l to use

un ipolar scales in certain circumstances. Indeed, we propose that b ipolar-

ity and independence are governed not so much by methodologica l issues

as by substan tive concerns. We suggest that theoretica l arguments can be

developed in support of: (a) a dialectic pattern between positive and

negative affect, such that positive covariation is expected, (b) a bipo lar

pattern of negative covariation, and (c) a pattern of independence, depend-

ing on the interaction between differences in culture-speci® c heuristics and

gender-speci® c knowledge found for people.

A considerable body of research has emerged in recent years investigating

cultural differences and simila rities in a ffect. This research has done much

to establish the un iversality of basic categories of affect with bu t a few

differences found across cultu res (e.g. Ekman, 1984; M auro, Sato, &

Tucker, 1992; M esquita & F rijda, 1992; Russell, 1991; Scherer & Wallbott ,

1994; Wierzbicka , 1992). M uch of this research, however, has focused on

mean levels of a ffective categories, and lit tle effor t has been devoted to study

of the relationships between the categories of affect. When relationships

between categories of affect have been investigated, this has tended to be by

use of multid imensional scaling techniques (e.g. Russell, Lewicka, & N iit ,

1989). Three drawbacks with th is la tter research may limit its valid ity. F irst ,

the usual sort ing procedureÐ where sub jects are asked to indicate the degree

of simila rity between pairs o f feelings by sort ing the pairs into categor iesÐ

may force peop le to create differences, includ ing bipo la rity, that do not

naturally occur among the affective categor ies. Second, the ® ndings may be

more indicative of how people semant ically categorise terms as ob jects than

how they sub jectively feel and express affect. Th ird , multidimensiona l

scaling maps are frequently far from being clear and de® nitive, and in any

case do not yield d iagnostics measur ing the degree of association between

PA and N A in the same way that structu ral equation models with latent

variables do.

Another lim itation we address in the controversy on bipolar ity concerns

the nature of PA and N A. As Russell and Carroll (1999, p. 6) no te:

`̀ Bipolarity has not been challenged at the level o f such speci® c items as

happy and sad or guilty and innocent but rather at a more abstract level:

factors or scales named positive and negative’ ’ . The closest that researchers

have come to investigating concrete as opposed to abstract, general d imen-

sions of PA and N A are the stud ies by G reen et al. (1993), D iener et al.

(1995), and Barrett and Russell (1998). G reen et al. (1993) looked at

happiness and sadness but did not examine separately other positive and

negative emot ions. D iener et a l. (1995) examined the correlation between a

PA factor measured by love and joy and a N A factor indicated by shame,

anger, sadness, and fear. Barrett and Russell (1998) focused only on
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combinations of p leasant/unp leasant and activa ted/deactiva ted factors. In

con tra st, we investigate mult ip le measures each of love, joy, anger, sad-

ness, fear, and gu ilt/shame and perform ana lyses based on these concrete

d imensions, as well a s examining abstract aggregations of PA and N A.

We turn now to our rationales for how cultu re and gender combine to

in¯ uence the relationship between concrete and abstract dimensions of PA

and N A.

CULTURE

G od does not rejo ice at the death of sinn ers. On seeing the dest ruction of the

Egyptian s the angels wanted to break forth in song. But G od silenced them

saying: `̀ T he work o f M y hands is drowning in the sea, and you desire to sing

songs!’ ’ (Talmud [34])

When a person feels happ iest, he or she will inevit ably feel sad at the same

time. (Confuciu s)

As these quotations seem to imply, people in independent - and inter-

dependent-based cultures (M arkus & K itayama, 1991) experience PA

and N A in different ways. We argue that people in independent-based

cultu res conceive of affect in characteristic opposit ional modes, whereas

people in in terdependent -based cultu res conceive of a ffect in characteristic

d ialectic ways. Peop le in the two cultures a lso differ in the motivation for

con trolling the experience and expression of one’s own affect.

Independent Cultural Construals

People in independent -based cultures, especially those found in the West,

conceive of affect in a manner rooted in a pa rticular philosoph ical,

lingu istic, and social tradition. H ansen (1995) ident i® es a number of

aspects of Western thought that he believes have shaped how affect is

experienced.

Two broad aspects of Western though t in par ticular have evolved to

in¯ uence the lingu istic and conceptual foundations for the experience of

affect. The ® rst is the G reek concept of reason , especially as re¯ ected in

axioms and de® n it ions. Axioms and de® n it ions a re used to express terms in

sentences, and sentences a re combined as valid a rguments in theorems to

generate t ruth (`̀ the conclusion’ ’ ). Thus, `̀ t ru th is the property of sentences

that conclusions inherit from the premises in proofs’ ’ , such that meanings

have an ``a priori, self-evident’ ’ character to them (H ansen, 1995, p. 184)

H ansen notes that there is a basic `̀ b lend ing of the logical and the real’ ’ not

only in formal logic bu t th roughout common speech, such as found in

usage of the words ``cause’ ’ and `̀ reason’ ’ , which overlap conceptually.
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D e® n itions a re `̀ n ot merely an account of linguist ic usage bu t an under-

stand ing of the real nature of the thingÐ its essence’ ’ (Hansen, 1995,

p. 185). Emphasis on the subject-predicate structu re of sententia l

truths, wide app lication of generalised proof to thought , and employment

of syllogistic forms in rheto ric, and everyday discourse contr ibute to a

system of knowledge in¯ uenced heavily by proof structures. Indeed,

Aristo tle t reated logic as `̀ laws of though t’ ’ with the result that peop le in

the West are ` l̀ed by reason to true beliefs abou t things in general’ ’

(H ansen, 1995, p. 185).

The second broad aspect of Western though t, shaping how affect is

experienced, is the conversion of the G reek concept of reason in to pr inci-

ples guiding action . H ansen (1995) att ribu tes Socrates’ app lication of the

proof model fo r the analysis o f life, P lato ’s treatment of ethics, and

Aristo tle’s use of the practical syllogism (wherein at least one premise is

a desire and the conclusion is an action) as examples of how reason became

such a dominant fo rce in how people think about themselves, the world

around them, and the basis for action. Oatley (1992, p. 71) recently showed

how the practical syllogism can be used to incorporate emotion as an

explanation of action in a way that is consistent with Western folk psy-

chologies (see also C la rk, 1987).

Summing up, a net result of the G reek philosoph ical heritage and it s

evolu tion in the West has been a world view characterised by stress on

`̀ inner sub jectivity or a conception of a mental/intellectual world populated

by menta l/in tellectual ob jects set off against an externa l world of physical

ob jects or matter ’ ’ (H ansen, 1995, p. 183). Awareness of one’s own sub-

jective, in terna l emotional states is an importan t aspect o f this world view

for everyday behaviour.

The G reek tradition of reasoning and its role in consideration of how to

ana lyse and guide one’s life fo rms a substrate fo r recent insights in to

affective behaviour provided by psycho logists and anthropologists. We

can ident ify at least two ways in which affect functions d istinctively in

Western cultu res: as a medium for self-focus and expression and as a

mechan ism for creating and managing social relationships (e.g. H eelas,

1996; M arkus & K itayama , 1991; Po tter, 1988).

Western cultures place considerable importance on self-knowledge of

one’s att ribu tes and inner psychological p rocesses in general, and affective

experience in pa rticular. One’s own emotions become objects for re¯ ection ,

ana lysis, and rational assessment. They help explain actions and a re

essent ia l bases for the self-concept and a re used to different ia te oneself

from others and create a cultural ideal of uniqueness and individuality. At

the same time, normative imperatives push one to display his/her feelings

either to express pride or to avoid negative consequencs to one’s health (e.g.

to ` l̀et one’s anger come out’ ’ ).
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Emotions also perform a larger socia l role in Western cultu res. One’s

personal emot ions are seen as a means for in itiating, mainta in ing, or

end ing social relationships. They are standards or reasons fo r au thenticat-

ing, validating, and justifying social action. In the commercial world and in

everyday life, emot ions are too ls also for in ¯ uencing the behaviours of

o thers (e.g. G offman , 1971; H ochschild, 1983). M uch emphasis is placed

on feeling appropriate in social situations, with unique implications for

people in Western cultures: `̀ The great importance attached to ind ividual

emotional experience, and its signi® cant socia l consequences, has resulted

in a system in which individuals must modify and distor t their own

experiences if these experiences are not to endanger their social relation-

ships . . . there is . . . enactment of a socia l world that is experienced as

having no inherent basis for continu ity since the social order must be

con tinuously reinvented and reaf® rmed from with in myriad individuals’ ’

(Potter, 1988, p. 184).

A number of implications of the Western concept and experience of

emotion can be identi® ed. Through explicit, o ften in tense, focus on one’s

own emot ional states and the frequent need to in terp ret the emotional

reactions of o thers and to manage one’s own emotional responses in

retu rn, Westerners develop clear and numerous categor ies fo r affect and

the conditions under which they are generated and appropr iately

expressed.

Emotions thus become objecti® ed and de® ned in explicit terms. They are

objects to be evaluated and con trolled. Analogous to dichotomies embo-

d ied in Western philosophical trad it ions (e.g. mind/body, sub jective/objec-

tive, self/other, cause/effect, individual/society, passion/intellect), emot ions

are self-de® ned in d istinct categories and are seen in either/o r terms in fo lk

psychologies and the experience of everyday life. That is, PA and N A are

conceived as opposit ional categories. One is either happy or sad but not

both . C redit ing Aristo tle as an early promoter of the dichotomous view,

F rijda (1986, p. 243) points ou t that the experience of p leasure and pa in are

independent: `̀ Simultaneous hedonic experiences a re kept dist inct because

the relationship between an event and its concomitant pleasure or displea-

sure is an intr in sic one’ ’ .4 The polar isation of emotion is as much rooted in

expectations and the logical dichotomy of a world view as it is in the

fundamental nature of emot ion per se.
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Interdependent Cultural Construals

One way in which interdependent-based cultures, particular ly those in China,

Korea, and Japan, differ from Western cultures is in the importance placed on

things outside the individual, especially as relevant to the conceptualisation

of the person as a social being. Early Chinese philosophers stressed the idea

that the social roles one performs and the relationships one has with others

are what it means to be a person (e.g. Bockover, 1995). The notion of the self

rooted in subjective experience, which was so characteristic of ancient G reek

and later Western philosophical traditions, did not play a central role in

Chinese thinking: `̀ The metaphor of an inner psychic life, in all its ramifica-

tions so familiar to [Westerners], simply isn’t present in [Confucius’ ] Analects,

not even as a rejected possibility’ ’ (F ingarette, 1972, p. 45). Instead, strong

emphasis in Chinese philosophy was placed on how people should live and

act in everyday life (Bockover, 1995).

Likewise, in stead of the G reek notion of logos, where the logical and the

real are combined and language is used strongly to de® ne, describe, and

represent th ings, the Chinese conception of a dao arose, where stress was

placed on ritual-like behaviour (i.e. righ t conduct), and language was more

a vehicle for gu id ing action (Hansen, 1992). Of part icular in terest is the

English translation of the Chinese term for emotions, qing, which has two

seemingly incongruous meanings:

The ® rst is `̀ a ffect ions, the feelings, desired ’ ’ ; transla t ions of cha racter

compounds under this mea ning include love, desire, emotion, and sentiment.

The second de® n it ion is `̀ C ircumstances; fa cts of a case’ ’ ; examples o f

compounds under this meaning include truth, situation, reason, origin, real

facts. (H ansen , 1995, p. 182).

Thus, the mean ing of emotion encompasses a fusion of context and feeling

in Chinese.

The qing provide what H ansen (1995, p. 196) describes as reality-

induced discriminations or d istinction-making reactions used to guide

the app lication of a dao (i.e. instructions of how to behave in par ticular

situations). But unlike presumpt ions in Western ph ilosophies and folk

psycho logy, where emot ions can be either par t o f the basis for volition ,

such as in the belief-desire model (e.g. de Sousa, 1987) or are inherently

linked to action tendencies (e.g. F rijda, 1987), qing serve to name appro-

pr iate terms in a dao and constitute feedback when executing a dao. This

provides one way that the social becomes central and emotions as causes of

social action are downplayed:

The key to master ing a dao is lea rning its names and being able to apply

them. Learning a name consist s in lea rning to make a socia lly appropriate
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dist inct ion with that name and having the socia lly appropriate pattern of

desires . . .

D rilling the conven tions into us inst ills desires for . . . goals. D ifferen t

trad it ions in st ill differ en t patterns of desires. We are, that is, condit ioned to

have the tastes of our parents, o lder siblings, teachers, and peers. (Hansen ,

1995, p. 192).

In contrast to Western emot ional experience where emotional terms are

intentional and have a strong contextual character in th ree sensesÐ ``as

being caused by events, as capable of affecting our behaviour, and as

capable of being direct at peop le’ ’ (Oatley, 1992, p. 82)Ð emotions in

Confucian-based cultu res tend to be limited to responses to events and

in¯ uence ind ividual, bu t no t social, action. Likewise, emotions are no t used

by Chinese people to in ¯ uence o thers to the same extent that they are in the

West.

Recent research with Chinese sub jects suggests a role for affect in

everyday life quite d ifferent than that present in the West (e.g. Chu,

1985; Potter, 1988). With respect to socia l life, Potter (1988) found that

emotional experience had no formal social consequences and was ir rele-

van t to the creation or perpetuation of social institutions. M oreover,

`̀ (b)ecause the Chinese assume the existence of a con tinuous social order

that requ ires no af® rmation in inner emotional response, bu t on ly in

behaviour, there is no need for them to treat emot ions as inherent ly

importan t [in socia l life]’ ’ (Potter, 1988, p. 185). Pot ter points out that,

fo r the Chinese, when emotions are related to social experience, they are

`̀ concomitant phenomena’ ’ , `̀ n ot fundamenta l’ ’ , and `̀ logically second-

ary’ ’ . When Potter a sked Chinese informants abou t emot ional experi-

ence, a frequent response was, `̀ H ow I feel doesn’t matter’ ’ (see also

K leinman , 1980, p. 141).

Social meaning is no t linked to emotions or pr ivate experience but rather

stems from one’s socia l con text . U nlike people in the West, who place much

importance on feeling appropriately in social situations, the Chinese exhib it

behaviour where `̀ (a )ttention is directed away from the psycho logical p ro-

cesses of individuals, especially their feelings, and toward the appropr iate

expression of shared in tersubjective agreement abou t mora l values and the

socia l world. Rather than trying to feel appropr iately, people are supposed

to bring their understanding in to congruence with what is de® ned as va lid ’ ’

(Potter, 1988, pp. 190±191; see a lso Russell & Yik, 1996).

We hypothesise that the relationship between culture and emotions has

implications for the way that PA and N A are represented in memory. We

predict that PA and N A will be negatively associated in Western or

independent-based cultures and positively associated in Confucian- or

interdependent-based cultu res.
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The predicted associations rest on how emotions are conceived, how the

self-concept is formed, and how emotions relate to social life. In indepen-

dent-based cultu res, emotions are represented through a linguist ic heritage

wherein emotions become objecti® ed as things that help to categorise and

characterise people and come to explain one’s own actions and the actions

of o thers. The self is de® ned through one’s personal att ributes in indepen-

dent-based cultures. Emotions are used to different ia te oneself from others

and to in¯ uence one’s own outcomes (e.g. by being used to mot ivate oneself

in competitive situations) or to in¯ uence o ther peop le (e.g. to att ract

attention , make oneself desirable, o r get peop le to do things one wants

them to do; H ochschild, 1983). The tendency to conceive of persons, and

perceive their att ributes, in discrete categor ies, coupled with mot ivation to

differentiate the self from others, reinforces the representation of emotion

in oppositional terms: happy/sad, love/hate, and so on . In sum, the polar

sense of self (individual vs. group) and the polarisation of affect (posit ive

vs. negative) combine to give Western cultures a d istinctive character.

People in Confucian-based cultures, by con tra st, are expected to respond

to questions of affective in tensity in a manner producing positive correla-

tions between felt PA and N A. Emotion is used by people in these cultures

neither to differentiate oneself from others nor as a basis for social action .

Rather than seeing emotions as distinct and oppositional categories to be

main tained, people in these cultures follow a genera l life goal of dissolving

dualities, and this presses fo r a par ticula r integration of emot ional life. A

value system and normative imperative for balance or harmony5 thus

motivate a representation of PA and N A in a dialectic pattern.

We expect the oppositional and dialectical ways of represent ing affect to

be strongest in working as opposed to long-term memory and for the

experience of emotiona l intensity as opposed to felt frequency of

emot ions. These predictions provide the basis for tests o f convergent and

discriminant validity. The rationale for the d ifference between working and

long-term memory (termed `̀ present in tensity’ ’ and `̀ past intensity’ ’ ,

respectively, see later) is based on straight forward effects o f time on

memory. The representation of PA and N A should not only be subject to

more error in retrieval but should show greater heterogeneity in the or igin s

of a ffect fo r long versus short-term memory. The rationale for d ifferences

between experienced intensity and frequency of emotions rests on their

dist inctive natures and the way the activation of affect spreads in memory
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from one emotional component to ano ther. The intensity of emotional

experience can be thought to consist o f two components: arousal and

self-con trol (F rijda, 1994, p. 120), whereas the remembrance of the

frequency of emotional experience tends to re¯ ect subjective accounting

of how often emotions occurred. Any activa tion and spread ing of self-

awareness in a semantic network (Bower, 1981) would be expected to be

stronger for immediate felt intensity than remembered frequencey of

emotions, which shou ld lead to stronger associations among the former

than the latter.

The effects o f culture as developed in the foregoing are general tenden-

cies. An importan t cont ingency that moderates the effect of culture on the

representation of PA and N A is gender.

GENDER

We hypothesise that the tendency to experience one’s own emotions in

oppositional terms, a s in the West, or in terms of balance, as in the East,

will be greater fo r women than for men. Brie¯ y, the basis fo r this p rediction

rests on the greater knowledge of, and skill in dealing with, emotions for

both self and o thers by women in comparison to men. These, in turn, result

p rimarily from differences in gender roles, but seconda rily as well, from

differences in the use of language.

A growing body of research with people in independent-based cultures

shows that clear gender differences exist in the experience and expression of

emotion with respect to stereotypes, felt emotional in tensity, and the self-

concept (e.g. Brody & H all, 1993). Consider ® r st research on stereotypes. In

her in terviews with American men and women, Lutz (1996) found that

people believe that women are more emot ional than men. These beliefs

® nd support in the tendency to classify ``emot ional’ ’ a s femin ine (Spence,

H elmreich, & Stapp, 1975) and in judgements that the typical female dis-

p lays emotions more extremely than the typical male (Johnson & Shulman,

1988). Signi® can tly, these stereotypes a re visible in parents (Birnbaum &

Croll, 1984) as well as in children aged 3±5 years (Birnbaum, 1983). The

observed gender differences in stereotypes tend to be greater for in tensity

(Johnson & Shulman, 1988) than frequency (Fabes & M artin, 1991) ratings.

Perhaps the strongest evidence for gender d ifferences can be seen in

research on gender roles. The a rgument is that `̀ gender differences in

emotions are adaptive for the d iffering roles that males and fema les p lay

in this culture’ ’ (Brody & H all, 1993, p. 452). `̀ Enactment of caretaker roles

by women is likely to involve sensit ivity to the needs of others, and

emotional expression , whereas men’s roles are less likely to emphasize

emotional responsiveness’ ’ (G rossman & Wood, 1993, p. 1011). G ender

d ifferences may be exaggerated as well, because women are `̀ m ore tied to
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the biological p rocesses that produce emotion’ ’ , especially those having to

do with b ir th, menstruation , and certa in hormones (Lutz, 1996, p. 159; see

also Brooks-Gunn & Warren, 1989).

The evidence for gender role d ifferences can be found especially in

work on socialisation . Research shows that women are socia lised to be

more expressive of their feelings and to show th is to a greater extent in

facial expressions and gestu res, as well as by verba l means (e.g. H aviland

& Walker-Andrews, 1992). Socialisation occurs through parenta l practices

(where mothers and fathers have bo th been found to express affect and

use emotional words more towards girls than boys; e.g. D unn, Bretherton ,

& M unn, 1987; M alatesta, Culver, Tesman , & Shepard , 1989; Schell &

G leason, 1989), teacher and o ther au thority and role-model interactions

(e.g. Botk in & Twardosz, 1988), and peer relations (where gir ls a re encour-

aged to avoid con¯ ict, cooperate, and, in general, function in small,

in timate groups; whereas boys a re rewarded for competing and for per-

forming in hierarchical, status-oriented groups, e.g. H all, 1987; M altz &

Borker, 1982). A ll these forms of socia lisation a re, of course, reinfo rced by

social norms, the media , and cultural forces to one degree or another.

F inally, gender differences in the experience and expression of emotions

are reinforced by one’s emot ional self-ident ity (e.g. C ross & M adson, 1997;

Eagly, 1987) and by distinctive use of language. Lutz (1996, p. 154), fo r

example, found that `̀ women ta lked about the con trol o f emot ion more

than twice as often as d id men’ ’ and `̀ t his rhetor ic can be seen as a

reproduction, primarily on the par t of women, of the view of themselves

as more emotional, of emot ion as dangerous, and hence of themselves as in

need of con trol’ ’ . D ifferent self-construa ls and use of language between

men and women are reinforced by distinct social o rientations. Baumeister

and Sommer (1997) a rgue, fo r example, that men’s social orientation is

toward larger, impersonal status groups, whereas women’s social or ienta-

tion is toward dyadic close relationships.

To the extent that women are more emotiona lly knowledgeable, sensi-

tive, and skilled than men, we hypothesise that the association between PA

and N A in memory shou ld be stronger. Thus, the cultu ral patterns

described ear lier should be more evident for women than men.

N o research directly supporting our hypotheses cou ld be found for

gender differences in in terdependent -based cultu res. But some suggestive

research can be mentioned. H o (1986, p. 4) no tes that women provide the

predominance of care for Chinese in fants and young children:

The mother seems to assum e almost total responsib ility for their physica l

well-being, making sure that they are well fed , fully clo thed, and protected

from hazards. And if a mother is temporar ily absent , there are other women

ava ilab le to take care of young children .
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Thus gender role relations for Chinese a re qualitatively similar to those for

Americans with respect to child rear ing. Sometime after children reach the

age of 4 or so, Chinese mothers tend to engage in greater efforts to control

the behaviour of their children than American mothers, and `̀ (f)ather-child

affectional distance is greater than that between mother and child ’ ’ in

Chinese families, possibly because the father assumes the role of the harsh

d isciplinar ian (H o, 1986, p. 36). Th is pattern could produce gender d iffer-

entials in the experience and expression of emotion similar to Americans to

the extent that women develop greater emotional knowledge and sensitivity

and greater skill in the management of emotions. If so, Chinese women

should show higher levels of correlations between PA and N A than Chinese

men.

STUDY 1

Method

Subjects. A total of 111 men and 162 women undergraduate students

at the U niversity of M ichigan and 132 men and 78 women undergraduate

students at the U niversity of Beijing participated in the study. Students

received credit fo r pa rticipation .

Procedure. Subjects part icipated in groups of approximately 50. They

ind ividually completed questionnaires assessing their own emotional feel-

ings under three different con texts: felt intensity `̀ r igh t now (i.e. at the

present moment)’ ’ , felt intensity `̀ in general (i.e. on the average over a long

period of t ime)’ ’ , and frequency of occurrence `̀ in general (i.e. on the

average over a long period of time)’ ’ . Subjects were then debriefed,

thanked, and dismissed.

Measures. For each of the th ree contexts no ted ear lier, sub jects re-

sponded to 72 PA and N A items. The intensity items were recorded on

5-poin t scales with the following scale steps: `̀ very slightly or no t at all’ ’ , `̀ a

little bit ’ ’ , `̀ m oderately’ ’ , `̀ q uite a b it ’ ’ , and `̀ very much’ ’ .6 The frequency
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6 Russell and Carrol (1999, p. 8) characterise this response format as `̀ ambiguous-likely

unipo la r ’ ’ and assert tha t it ``Fails to specify where a neu tra l feeling should be placed but does

imply that it would receive the lowest score’ ’ . N ever theless, they acknowledge that such

``ambiguous formats a llow a legitimate test o f b ipola rity’ ’ (Russell & Ca rroll, 1999, p. 9).

They further cla im that the `̀ theo retic’ ’ correla tion with so-called ambiguous formats fall

somewhere between 2 .467 and 2 1.000 (p. 11). Russell and Carroll (1999) recommend what

they term a `̀ strict ly un ipo la r ’ ’ scale where a respondent is ® rst asked to indicate by yes or no

whether they feel a part icula r emotion and then if yes, st ipulate how much on a sligh t ly-



it ems were a lso recorded on 5-point items by use of the fo llowing scale

steps: `̀ n ever’ ’ , `̀ very infrequently’ ’ , `̀ some of the time’ ’ , `̀ a good part of

the time’ ’ , and `̀ m ost of the t ime’ ’ .

The 72 items in each case were drawn from the fo llowing established

scales and supplemented by items to suf ® ciently cover the ® ve fundamen-

tal categor ies of PA and N A found by Shaver, Schwartz, K irson , and

O’Connor (1987), (i.e. love, joy, anger, sadness, and fear). Twenty items

from the PAN AS scale were used (e.g. Watson et al., 1988): 10 posit ive

(attentive, in terested, alert, excited, enthusiastic, inspired, p roud , deter-

mined, strong, active) and 10 negative (distressed, upset, hostile, irr it able,

scared, afraid, ashamed, guilty, nervous, jittery). Thirty-eight items were

chosen to cover each of the ® ve categories noted above plus guilt and

shame, which are important fo r Americans and Chinese yet show cultura l

differences (e.g. Wallbot t & Scherer, 1995). The 38 items were taken from

scales proposed by D iener and Emmons (1985); D iener, Larsen, Levine,

and Emmons (1985), and the subord inate category instances shown in

Shaver et al. (1987). These included, fo r each category, love (love, liking,

affection , caring), joy (joyful, happy, pleasan t, enjoyment, delighted,

content , glad , pleased), anger (angry, hostile, ir ritable, frustrated,

annoyed, hateful, disliking), sad (sad, depressed, upset, d istressed,

gloomy, unhappy), fear (fearful, anxious, worried, nervous, jit tery,

scared, afraid), and gu ilt/shame (guilt , ashamed, blameworthy, remorse-

ful, regretful, embarrassed). F inally, 14 items not pertinent to the study at

hand were included.

Each item on the questionnaire made explicit the con text under scrutiny.

For example, the present intensity items read, `̀ R ight now at the present

moment I feel happy’ ’ , ``R igh t now at the present moment I feel anxious’ ’ ,

and so on. Similar explicit designations of con text were used for past

in tensity and past frequency items of affect. The Chinese version of the

questionnaire was double (back) t ranslated with decentr ing (Brislin, 1980;

Werner & Campbell, 1970).

Models. F igure 1 shows three con ® rmatory factor analysis (CFA)

models used to test hypo theses in Study 1. The two-facto r model in the

top panel is similar to the CFA models examined by G reen et a l. (1993) and

permits us to test the relationship between PA and N A, wherein each is

represented as a single factor. G reen et a l. (1993) examined primarily a

happy-sad model and a positive-negative model with items derived from

the PAN AS. In both cases, four indicators were used to measure each of the
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ext remely continuum they experience the emotion . We doubt whether such a scale would

measurab ly d iffer from our scale, which asks people to indicate their felt in tensity of feeling on

a very sligh tly or no t a t a ll to very much continuum.



two factors, such that each ind icator consisted of the sum of responses to

items which were aggregated to form the respective ind icators. We

employed a similar approach, but instead of only happy-sad items and

the 10 PAN AS items used by G reen et a l. (1993), we used mult ip le items

each for love, joy, anger, sadness, fear, and guilt/shame (see earlier) and the

20-it em PAN AS.

Speci® cally, we examined the two-facto r model shown in the top panel

o f F ig. 1 and did so for three separate replications: once using the items

from D iener and Emmons’ (1985) scale (see Table 1), once using the

items from D iener et al. (1985), and once using the 20 PAN AS items. In

each case, three ind icators were employed for the PA factor and three for

the N A factor by aggregating items. We followed the procedure for fo rming

such `̀ pa rtial disaggregation’ ’ CFA models as described by Bagozzi and
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FIG. 1. Three con ® rmatory factor analysis models for representing posit ive and negative

affect.



H eatherton (1994). For each replication, items were assigned to the

indicato rs of PA randomly from the appropriate list o f it ems, and indi-

cators fo r N A were formed based on the assignment of items to the

categor ies of anger, sadness, fear, and guilt/shame. Explorato ry factor

ana lyses con ® rmed that a two-factor solu tion captured the structu re

with the appropriate items loadings on the PA and N A. The indicators

used in tests o f hypotheses were for PA: PA1 (happy, joyful), PA2

(pleased, enjoyment), and PA3 (glad, delighted, con tent); and for N A:

N A1 (angry, fearfu l, anxious), N A2 (frustrated, depressed, annoyed), and

N A3 (sad, gloomy).

For the six-facto r CFA model shown in the centre panel in F ig. 1, the

indicato rs were formed by use of the items listed in Table 2. The indicators

were for love: LOVE1 (loving, affectionate) and LOVE2 (liking, caring); fo r

joy: JOY1 (joyful, pleasant , delighted, glad) and JOY2 (happy, enjoying,

content , p leased); for anger: AN G ER 1 (angry, host ile, ir ritable) and

AN G ER 2 (frustrated, annoyed, hateful, disliking); for sadness: SAD 1

(sad, depressed, upset) and SAD 2 (distressed, gloomy, unhappy); fo r

fear: F EAR 1 (fearful, anxious, worried) and F EAR 2 (nervous, jit tery,

scared, afraid); and for guilt/shame: G /S1 (guilty, a shamed, blame-

worthy) and G /S2 (remorseful, regretful, embarrassed).

Investigation of the two-factor model a llows us to test hypotheses

ana logous to those examined by G reen et al. (1993) but extend ing the

ana lysis to broader categor ies of PA and N A. As displayed in the cent re

panel o f F ig. 1, we desire also to test the organisation of PA and N A in a

more re ® ned way that explicitly represents the basic categor ies of emotions

found by Shaver et al. (1987), p lus gu ilt/shame given its salience across

cultures (e.g. Wallbot t & Scherer, 1995); in this way we can examine six

discrete, but intercorrelated, emotions. The scales developed by D iener and
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TABLE 1
Measures of Positive and Negative Affect for

Tests of the Two-factor Model

Positive Affect N egat ive Affect

happy angry

joyfu l fear

p leased anxious

enjoyment frustrated

glad depressed

delight ed annoyed

conten t sad

gloomy

Source: After D iener and Emmons (1985).



Emmons (1985) and D iener et al. (1985) do not contain items for the

categories of love and guilt /shame, and the PAN AS does no t have items

for the categor ies of love and sadness. Thus, our tests are more compre-

hensive than previous investigations.

The six-factor model permits a ® ne-gra ined analysis of the associations

between discrete PA and N A reactions. As presented under Results, it turns

out that the N A components a re very h ighly correlated and can be treated

as indicators of a single factor fo r tests of certain hypotheses. Thus the,

th ree-factor model illustrated in the bot tom panel of F igu re 1 was also

used to test hypotheses (see later).

The LISR EL8 program was used to run the CFAs (JoÈ reskog & SoÈ rbom,

1993). In addition to use of the x 2
-test as an overall measure of goodness-

o f-® t , the CF I (Bentler, 1990; M cD onald & M arsh, 1990) and the N N F I

(Tucker & Lewis, 1973) were used. Values of 0.90 or greater fo r the CF I and

N N F I are generally considered satisfacto ry. M arsh, Balla , and H au (1996)

showed that the CF I and N N F I perfo rmed the best of seven incremental ® t

ind ices examined in their simulations. Both were relatively unrelated to

sample size, the CF I `̀ h ad mean values of approximately 1.0 for true

approximating models and appropriately relfected systematic var iation in

model misspeci® cation’ ’ , and the N N F I `̀ appropr iately penalized model

complexity, appropr iately rewarded model parsimony, and systematically

re¯ ected differences in model misspeci® cation’ ’ (M arsh et al., 1996, pp.

346±7).
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TABLE 2
Measures of Positive and Negative Affect for
Tests of Six-factor and Three-factor models

Positive Affect Negative Affect

Love

lovin g

affection

lik ing

caring

Joy

happy

joyfu l

p leased

enjoym ent

p leasan t

glad

deligh ted

content

Anger

angry

hostile

ir rit able

frustrated

annoyed

hateful

dislik ing

Sadness

sad

depressed

upset

distressed

glo omy

unhappy

Fear

fearful

anxious

worried

nervous

jitt ery

scared

afraid

Guilt/Shame

gu ilt y

ashamed

blameworthy

remorseful

regret ful

embarrassed



RESULTS

Factor Correlations

Table 3 summarises the ® ndings for the two-factor, PA-N A CFA model (see

top panel in F ig. 1) fo r present affective intensity. The goodness-of- ® t

measures in the top panel in Table 3 show that the models ® t well with

the except ion of Chinese men, where the results are mixed. Although the

N N F I = .80 for Chinese men, the CF I = .90. The cent re panel in Table 3

indicates that all factor load ings of measures on PA and N A are relatively

high.

The bo ttom panel in Table 3 presents the focal correlations for the test

of hypotheses on correlations between PA and N A. As hypothesised, PA

and N A were negatively correlated for Americans ( f = 2 .48) and positively

correlated for Chinese ( f = .19). Importan tly, as ant icipated, the magn itude

of the correlation between PA and N A was greater fo r women than men

within each culture: for American men, f = 2 .27, whereas for American

women f = 2 .61; fo r Chinese men, f = 2 .12, ns, whereas fo r Chinese

women, f = .53.
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TABLE 3
Results for Tests of Hypotheses on Factor Correlations: Two-Factor Model (Present

Intensity): Study 1

Americans Chinese

Total

sample Men Women

Total

sample Men Women

Goodness-of- ® t Tests

x 2 20.13 20.74 17.84 35.67 35.97 7.54

(df,N) (8,273) (8,111) (8,162) (8,210) (8,132) (8,78)

P .01 .01 .02 .00 .00 .48

CF I .99 .96 .99 .94 .90 1.00

N N F I .98 .92 .97 .89 .80 1.00

P N P N P N P N P N P N

Factor Loadings .81 .83 .79 .77 .83 .86 .77 .81 .74 .76 .77 .86

.83 .94 .70 .93 .89 .95 .78 .74 .73 .76 .88 .72

.89 .76 .88 .75 .91 .77 .73 .82 .72 .82 .81 .87

Correla tion between

Positive and

N egative Factors

2 .48(.05) 2 .27(.10) 2 .61(.06) .19(.08) 2 .12(.11) .53(.10)

N ote: CF I, comparative ® t index; N N F I, non-normed ® t index; P, posit ive affect factor; N ,

nega tive affect factor.

Standard errors in paren theses.



Table 4 displays the ® ndings for the six-factor CFA model of affect (see

centre panel in F ig. 1) for present affective intensity. As can be seen in the

goodness-of-it tests shown in the bottom panel, all models ® t well except for

Chinese men, where the ® ndings are mixed. Before we examine the focal

correlations, it is interesting to inspect the correlations between the dimen-

sions of PA and among the dimensions of NA. Love and joy correlate

positively and highly and the four negative emotions (anger, sadness, fear,

guilt /shame) also correlate positively and highly among themselves for all

samples. The high, positive within-dimension correlations are consistent with

predictions from appraisal theories where goal congruence (Lazarus, 1991) or

motive consistency (Roseman, 1991) leads to positive emotions, and goal

incongruence or motive inconsistency leads to negative emotions (see also

Smith & Ellsworth’s, 1985, notion of pleasantness, and Frijda’s, 1987, concept

of valence). Roseman (1991) found, for example, that the appraisal of positive

outcomes increased the intensity of all positive emotions, and the appraisal

of negative outcomes increased the intensity of all negative emotions.

The focal correlations that address relationships between PA and N A

are shown in bo ld in Table 4. N otice ® r st that the correlations between joy

and anger, sadness, fear, and gu ilt/shame generally con ® rm hypotheses. As

predicted, joy was negatively correlated with anger ( f = 2 .20), sadness ( f =

2 .36), fear ( f = 2 .13), and gu ilt/shame ( f = 2 .20), respectively, for

American men; for American women, joy was also negatively correlated

with anger ( f = 2 .51), sadness ( f = 2 .53), fear ( f = 2 .33), and gu ilt/shame

( f = 2 .33), respectively. F urthermore, the correlations were h igher for

American women than men, as predicted. Contrary to expectations, joy

was not signi® cantly correlated with any of the negative emotions for

Chinese men. H owever, a s hypothesised for Chinese women, joy was

positively correlated with anger ( f = .54), sadness ( f = .43), fear ( f =

.44), and guilt/shame ( f = .55). Also, the correlations are higher for

women than men, as predicted.

We turn now to the correlations between love and the negative emotions,

where it was hypothesised and generally found that the pattern across

cultu re and gender para lleled that between joy and negative a ffect. Table

4 shows that love and the negative emotions were largely uncorrelated for

American men, bu t love was negatively correlated with anger ( f = 2 .23)

and sadness ( f = 2 .24) for American women. H ypotheses were more

clear ly con ® rmed for Chinese: love was correlated positively with anger

( f = .39), fear ( f = .24), and gu ilt/shame ( f = .42) for men, whereas for

women love was correlated posit ively with anger ( f = .59), sadness ( f =

.63), fear ( f = .60), and guilt/shame ( f = .61), respectively. As predicted, the

correlations were higher fo r women than men.

The ® nd ings for PA and N A presented in Table 3 were based on items

drawn from the D iener and Emmons (1985) scale. Very similar results
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occurred for the D iener et a l. (1985) scale. In par ticula r, the correlations

between PA and N A were f = 2 .41, f = 2 .22, and f = 2 .53 for the to tal,

men, and women American samples, respectively, and f = .26, f = 2 .01,

and f = .61 for the respective Chinese samples. Likewise, similar ® ndings

but with slight ly lower correlations arose when the PAN AS was used: for

Americans the respective correlations were f = 2 .18, f = .07, and f = 2 .37;

fo r the Chinese the correlations were f = .26, f = .15, and f = .34. (In the

interest o f brevity, we will no t present ® ndings for the D iener et al. (1985)

and PAN AS for tests of hypotheses presented later, as these generally

parallel those for the items shown in Tables 1 and 2.)

Tables 3 and 4 reveal that culture and gender in ¯ uence the association

between PA and N A, as hypothesised, for the most pa rt. We now wish to

test fo rmally the differences in correlations by use of x 2-difference tests. We

do th is fo r bo th cross-cultu ra l and cross-gender comparisons. In add it ion,

we perform the tests not only on felt present intensity of a ffect but also on

felt past intensity and past frequency of affect. To facilitate the tests and

simplify the presentation , the negative emot ion facto rs a re combined into

one factor, and the model in the bottom panel of F ig. 1 is used. We expect

that differences across cultu re and gender will be stronger for present than

past intensity of emotion . Th is prediction is based on the expected effects

o f time on the memory for emot ion experienced as intensity. H owever, little

o r no differences are expected between present and past frequency of

emotion . Th is is based on differences expected for activa tion of emotion

in semantic memory and on the premise that considerable heterogeneity

exists across people as to the or igin s of emot ions and no necessary or

con tingent relation exists between the frequency of experienced PA and

N A.

Statistical Tests of Differences

Table 5 presents the key correlations between love and N A and between joy

and N A for American and Chinese men and women. The results fo r present

intensity, past intensity, and past frequency a re shown in the top, centre,

and bottom panels, respectively.

Inspection of Table 5 allows us to test fo rmally gender and cultural

d ifferences between key correlations.
7

Present intensity in the top panel

p rovides the con text for the cent ral cultural hypo theses (i.e. PA and N A in

opposition for Americans and in balance of Chinese) and the central
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7 The differences between correla tions were tested with x 2-difference tests on cova riances

between the appropria te groups. N ote also that before these tests were performed, unstandard-

ised factor loadings were tested for inva riance across groups and were found to be equal. A

cova riance matrix was used for a ll analyses.



gender hypotheses (i.e. stronger associations fo r women in comparison to

men). N otice ® rst that joy and N A are indeed negatively correlated for

American men ( f = 2 .28) and women ( f = 2 .47) and positively correlated

for Chinese women ( f = .52), but are not signi® can tly correlated for

Chinese men ( f = 2 .11, n.s.). These ® nd ings are similar to the result s

presented earlier for the two-facto r and six-factor CFA models. N otice

second that the across-gender, within-cultu re comparisons of the correla-

tion between joy and N A con ® rm that women experience signi® can tly

higher correlations than men, for both Americans and Chinese. N ext, the

within -gender, across-culture comparisons reveal that the correlation

between joy and N A does no t differ between American and Chinese men

but does differ between American and Chinese women. For the correla-

tions between love and N A, two signi® cant differences arose: American

men and women signi® cantly d iffered, but the correlations were relatively

low, and Chinese women had a signi® cantly greater correlation than

American women.
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TABLE 5
Cross-cultural and Cross-gender Comparisons of Correlations

between Love and Negative Affect and between Joy and
Negative Affect: Three-Factor Model (Present and Past Intensity

and Frequency): Study 1

Men Women

A. Present Intensity

Americans f Love,N eg = .18a f Love,N eg = 2 .17*b

f Joy,N eg = 2 .28*a f Joy,N eg = 2 .47*b

Chinese f Love,N eg = .27*a f Love,N eg = .56*a

f Joy,N eg = 2 .11a f Joy,N eg = .52*c

B. Past Intensity

Americans f Love,N eg = 2 .07a f Love,N eg = 2 .21*a

f Joy,N eg = 2 .36*a f Joy,N eg = 2 .14a

Chinese f Love,N eg = .01a f Love,N eg = .06a

f Joy,N eg = 2 .18a f Joy,N eg = 2 .26*a

C. Frequency

Americans f Love,N eg = .01a f Love,N eg = 2 .13a

f Joy,N eg = 2 .06a f Joy,N eg = 2 .16*a

Chinese f Love,N eg = 2 .08a f Love,N eg = .20a

f Joy,N eg = 2 .38*b f Joy,N eg = .16c

Note: Comparisons of cross-cult u ral and cross-gender correlations

with d ifferen t super scripts are statist ica lly signi® can t a t P < .05 level or

bet ter. N = 111 American men, N = 162 American women, N = 132

Chinese men, and N = 78 Chinese women .

*P < .05 or bet ter.



STUDY 2: REPLICATION WITH
KOREAN MEN AND WOMEN

To test the generalisability of the ® nding of a positive association between

PA and N A for Confucian-based cultu res, we replicated a port ion of Study

1 using a sample of Korean undergraduate students at Seoul N ational

U niversity. The procedure for administration of the questionnaire was

the same as carried out in Study 1. Of 111 men and 117 women in three

classes, 106 men and 111 women completed the questionnaire.

Table 6 summarises the results fo r the six-facto r CFA model shown in

the midd le panel of F ig. 1. The ® ndings for the goodness-of-it measures

show that the data ® t the model well for Korean men [x 2(22, N = 106) =

42.55, P F .01, CF I = .98, N N F I = .95], and show mixed result s for Korean

women [x 2(22, N = 111) = 113.25, P F .00, CF I = .87, N N F I = .73]. Before

we examine the focal correlations (shown in bo ld ) across PA and NA, it is

interesting to inspect the correlations between the d imensions of PA and

among the dimensions of N A. Love and joy correlated positively and

moderately high , and the four negative emotions (anger, sadness, fear,
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TABLE 6
Interfactor Correlations and Goodness-of-® t Measures for Six-factor Model

(Present Intensity): Study 2

Love Joy Anger Sadness Fear Guilt/Shame

Korean Men (N = 106)

Love 1.00

Joy .41(.08) 1.00

Anger .30(.09) 2 .24(.09) 1.00

Sadness .29(.09) 2 .29(.09) .89(.03) 1.00

Fear .41(.09) 2 .16(.10) .76(.05) .81(.04) 1.00

G uilt/sh ame .34(.09) 2 .18(.10) .74(.06) .83(.05) .90(.04) 1.00

Korean Women (N = 111)

Love 1.00

Joy .49(.07) 1.00

Anger .26(.10) .18(.10) 1.00

Sadness .33(.09) .09(.10) .78(.05) 1.00

Fear .51(.09) .19(.10) .67(.08) .94(.05) 1.00

G uilt/Shame .24(.09) .23(.09) .78(.06) .53(.08) .52(.09) 1.00

Goodness-of-® t of Models:

Korean Men Korean Women

x 2(22) = 42.55 x 2(22) = 113.25

P F .01 P F .00

CF I = .98 CF I = .87

N N F I = .95 N N F I = .73

Standard errors in parentheses.



guilt/shame) correlated positively and h ighly among themselves for bo th

Korean men and women; these ® ndings are consistent with predictions

made under appraisa l theories.

Inspection of the focal correlations shown in Table 6 a llows us to test the

cultural hypotheses developed above. As found for Chinese subjects, and in

contrast to Americans, love was posit ively correlated with the negative

emot ions. For Korean men, love was posit ively correlated with anger ( f
= .30), sadness ( f = .29), fear ( f = .41), and guilt/shame ( f = .34); fo r

Korean women, love was positively correlated with anger ( f = .26), sadness

( f = .33), fear ( f = .51) and guilt/shame ( f = .24). As the correlations

between pairs of emotions are approximately equal, no pattern can be

discerned across gender.

The result s in Table 6 for the correlations between joy and negative

emot ions are a lso similar to those found for Chinese sub jects, except that

the magn itudes of correlations are somewhat lower for Korean women. For

Korean men, Joy was negatively correlated with anger ( f = 2 .24), sadness

( f = 2 .29), fear ( f = 2 .16, n.s.), and gu ilt/shame ( f = 2 .18, n.s.). These a re

opposite to predictions, but the low magnitudes reveal near independence

between joy and the negative emot ions. Recall from Table 4 that the same

correlations for Chinese men were in each case nonsigni® cant and for

American men ranged from 2 .13 (n.s.) to 2 .36. For Korean women, joy

was positively correlated with anger ( f = .18, n.s.), sadness ( f = .09, n.s.),

fear ( f = .19, n.s.), and gu ilt/shame ( f = .23, n.s.). The pattern of correla-

tions is similar to that found for Chinese women but shows lower magni-

tudes ( f ranged from .43 to .55 for Chinese women; see Table 4) and

contrasts with the moderately negative correlations found for American

women, where f ranged from 2 .33 to 2 .53 (see Table 4).

DISCUSSION

One explanation for d ifferences found in correlations between PA and N A

appears to be cultu ra l. Build ing on the qualitative insights emerging from

recent ph ilosoph ical, an thropo logical, and psycho logical research (e.g.

Bockover, 1995; H ansen, 1992, 1995; H eelas, 1996; M arkus & K itayama ,

1991; Potter, 1988), we hypothesised that PA and N A can be positively

related under certa in circumstances, a prediction that is opposite to long-

stand ing points of view in the West.

We hypothesised and found that culture can explain the seemingly

counter-intuitive differences between people in independent-based and

in terdependent-based cultures. Americans exhibited the classic bipolar

pattern, but Chinese, and to a lesser extent Koreans, showed a dialectic

pattern between a wide range of positive and negative measures of

emot ions.
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These perhaps surprising differences can be explained by fundamental

d issimilarities in the conceptualisation, experience, and use of emot ions

across independent-based and interdependent-based cultures. People in

independent-based cultures devote considerable t ime and energy to the

analysis of their own and other people’s emotions; emotions a re frequent ly

represented linguistically and conceptually in oppositiona l modes;

emotions are central concepts fo r expla in ing one’s own and others’

actions; emotions are used to differentiate oneself from others and pro-

mote individuality; emotions are the sub ject of considerable self-control

with in social situations; and emotions a re regarded as too ls for initiating,

in¯ uencing, and dissolving social relations. These many aspects of

emotions for people in independent-based cultures press fo r the represen-

tation of PA and N A in oppositional terms.

Peop le in in terdependent -based cultures do not devote much intra-

psychic energy to the analysis of their own or other people’s emot ions;

emotions tend to be represented linguist ically and conceptua lly in harmo-

n ious ways; emotions are not used to explain one’s own or o thers’ act ions

but rather a re seen as concomitants or secondary reactions; emot ions are

not used to differentiate oneself from othersÐ indeed the norm is to ® t in

with others, avoid con¯ ict , and express solidar ity or commitment to a

group ; emot ions are no t the focus of as much effor ts at self-control, so

as to make one feel appropriately, as they are in the West; and indeed

emotions are not regarded as tools for con trolling or in ¯ uencing others in

socia l situations. These propert ies of emotions for people in interdependent-

based cultures work either to balance the representation of PA and N A or

at least no t to inhib it cultu ral imperatives pushing for the resolu tion of

dualities and achievement of ha rmony in everyday life.

A good example of the function of cultu ral p recepts can be found in the

classic saying attr ibuted to Lao-tzu (Taoteching [2], e.g. `̀ . . . a ll the world

knows good , but if that becomes good, th is becomes bad . . .’ ’ ). The

Taoteching epitomises the dia lectic and circular view in Chinese culture,

which can be found in the tendency to compensate for or con trast emo-

tional experience felt at one moment with the anticipation or rationa lisation

of its opposite. When strongly p leasing events happen, there is an inclina-

tion to no t overly celebrate the good fortune but rather to acknowledge

that th ings can turn bad next time; likewise, when strongly negative things

befall one, the despair is frequently counterbalanced by the self-instruction

that th ings can turn out well the next time around . Thus, PA and N A are

brought in to alignment even under fata list ic outlooks and exhibit a

d ialectic relation. It should be noted that the tendency to compensate PA

and N A with their opposites happens not in response to a part icular

emotion-eliciting event but in response to how one feels overall at the

moment or as one comes to re¯ ect on the past. In contrast , Westerners
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tend to gravitate to either opt im istic or pessimistic orientations (e.g. N orem

& Cantor, 1986; Scheier & Carver, 1987) and hence re¯ ect classic dua listic

or oppositional modes of behaviour (see also research on positive/negative

affectivity, e.g. Clark & Watson , 1991).

Turning to linguist ic t raditions in East and West, we again ® nd long-

stand ing, basic differences that pa rallel the d ialectic and dualistic ways of

experiencing the world. H ansen (1995, p. 183) po ints out that the

Chinese do not make faculty and functional dist inctions between cogni-

tive and affective states: `À single faculty/o rgan, the xin
h ea r t -m ind

, guides

action rather than separate facult ies of heart and mind’ ’ so characteristic

of Western ways of th inking. Again, we see that cultu re in the form of

linguist ic representations reveals a balance versus oppositiona l frame of

reference peculiar to interdependent-based versus independent-based

social systems, respectively. M any other examples can be given of how

`̀ t he emot ion words of a cultu re exert a powerful in ¯ uence on the actua l

experience of emot ion’ ’ (M a latesta & H aviland, 1985, p. 110; see a lso

H eelas, 1996).

Cultu re, of course, const itutes on ly pa rt of the reasons for differences in

correlations between PA and N A. An importan t moderator is gender,

which serves to intensify the with in -culture pattern for women and to

weaken the within-culture pattern for men. The presumed mechanism

was said to reside in the greater knowledge, and skill in the use, of

emot ions by women than men. Research suggests that these distinctions

stem from gender role socialisation , discrim inative use of language, and

differences in the self-concept and experiences in sma ll group and inter-

persona l relations that occur from early ages on (e.g. Brody & H all, 1993;

Eagly, 1987; G rossman & Wood, 1993; H ochschild , 1983; Lutz, 1996).

Our ® ndings suggest that the relationship between PA and N A shows

three distinct patterns. Women in an independent -based culture exhibit

bipo la rity (i.e. PA and N A in opposition), women in an interdependent -

based cultu re demonstrate a dialectic relation (i.e. PA and N A in harmony),

and men in bo th cultu res show largely isolation (i.e. near independence of

PA and N A). Cultu re and gender thus provide one explanation for the

inconsistency found in recent years and support a counter-intuitive inter-

pretation of the organisation of PA and N A in re¯ exive arrangements fo r

Eastern subjects, especially women in Confucian cultures.

F eldman’s (1995) ® ndings on ind ividua l d ifference in the structure of

affective experience a lso suggest d ifferences in the way PA and N A are

experienced across cultu res and gender. In look ing at the semantic

structu re from self-report mood experiences, different structures can

result, depending on an individual’s propensity to focus on either the

valence or arousal components. D egree of valence focus is de® ned as

individual differences in the tendency to attend to and repor t the p leasant
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or unp leasant aspects of emot ional experience, whereas degree of arousal

focus is de® ned as the tendency to attend to and report the physiological

arousal associated with affective states. Accord ing to Russell (1991),

hedonic quality is a universal a spect of affective experience; however,

cultu res d iffer in the extent to which cooperation, competition, o r indivi-

dualism are emphasised (M ead , 1967). H edonic value grati® es the internal

p rivate self more than the social, relational self. N o matter how closely P

ident i® es and empathises with O, when O eats a piece of chocolate he/she

ta stes it in a way that P does not . People from independent-based cultures

tend to emphasise the importance of the internal self and also stress the

importance of hedonic experience. F eldman found strong negative cor-

relations between PA and N A among ind ividuals who focused on the

valence dimension, whereas positive correlations were found among those

who focused on the arousal dimension. From a comparative standpoint ,

Americans should show more negative associations than Chinese, whereas

women should show stronger associations than men. The ® rst hypothesis is

supported in Table 3 which shows that correlations between the PA and

N A factors are negative and signi® cant fo r Americans, whereas these are

positive for the Chinese. According to K ashima et a l. (1995, p. 926), one of

the most consistent gender differences found across cultures is the rela-

tional dimension in self-construal, where women are more relational than

men: `̀ Sp eci® cally, the relational dimension characterizes gender d iffer-

ences in self-construal, whereas the individualistic and collective dimen-

sions describe cross-cultura l differences’’ . Bond (1988) a lso found large

gender effects on the d imensions that re¯ ect relational aspects of the self,

such as competence versus security and persona l morality versus success.

To the extent that our relational self in ¯ uences the levels of emotional

intensity that we experience, we migh t hypothesise that women are more

focused on the arousal d imension of affect structu re than men. This

tendency is supported in Table 4 where both American and Chinese

women show signi® cant ly stronger associations between the joy factor

(h igh arousal item) and the negative emotions than men. H owever, the

d irection of the correlations are reversed between American and Chinese

women, due to the interaction effect between culture and gender. In other

words, the direction of the association is in¯ uenced by cultu re, whereas the

magn itude is further in ¯ uenced by gender.

We acknowledge that some of our arguments concern ing how culture

functions to in¯ uence the experience of affect rest in par t on philosophical

and anecdotal evidence. N evertheless, it is possible to speculate on core

psychological processes underlying our a rguments. Consider ® r st the

rationale fo r po lar isation that is cha racterist ic fo r people in independent-

based cultures. To reduce cogn it ive d issonance (Festinger & Carlsmith,

1959), people may actively change their beliefs to accentuate differences
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between emotion terms that seem incompatible (e.g. Zanna & Sande, 1987).

It can be argued as well that a presupposit ion in the very use of language in

independent-based cultures is that posit ive and negative feelings a re

logically opposite (Zau tra , Potter, & Reich, 1997). Built in to the folk

psycho logy of many Western languages is the tendency to make differen-

tiations between terms and categories. ``Posit ive’ ’ and `̀ n egative’ ’ are not

on ly antonyms in these languages but are cont rad ictions in a strong sense.

People in independent-based cultu res thus tend to polar ise cont rad ictions

in everyday situations.

By contrast , peop le in interdependent-based cultures seemingly accept

contrad ictions as part of the natu ral order. Peng (1997) suggests that

Chinese, in par ticular, follow a na õÈ ve dialecticism and consciously deal

with con tradictions by app lying heur istics. This is believed to occur

`̀ a mong people of East Asian cultures across all levels of cogn it ive

ability’ ’ through a process termed ``compromising’ ’ whereby cont rad ic-

tions are averaged or reconciled to produce tolerance (Peng, 1997, p. 3).
8

Three heuristics can be identi® ed: the principle of change, the principle

of cont rad iction , and the principle of ho lism. The principle of change

main tains that reality, in genera l, is a process and concepts, in pa rticu-

la r, are de® ned mutua lly through discourse with the result that bound-

aries and categories a re ¯ exible and change from discussion to

discussion . The principle of con tradiction asserts that rea lity is inher-

ently imprecise and `̀ t he two sides of any contradiction exist in an active

harmony which is mutually opposed, but mutua lly connected and

mutually controlling’ ’ (Peng, 1997, p. 16). The principle of ho lism

claims that everything is relational and connected, not isolated and

independent, and it is through knowledge of relationships that we

come to know anyth ing fully. Peng (1997) proposes that these pr inciples

form a `̀ fo lk wisdom of Chinese culture’ ’ and constitu te the essence of

dialectical thinking therein. Peng (1997) found evidence in a series of

experiments fo r na õÈ ve d ia lecticism among Chinese undergraduates in terms

of their everyday conversations and verbal reports, as well a s speci® c

reasoning and judgement processes. It seems reasonable to believe that

the expression and experience of affect by Chinese would be simila rly

in ¯ uenced by na õÈ ve dialecticism.

The ® nd ings in the current study for Koreans were mixed (see Table 6).

On the one hand, the correlations between love and negative emot ions were

positive and genera lly moderate, as hypothesised, for both men and

women. But on the other hand, the correlations between joy and the
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negative emot ions were low and frequently nonsigni® cant for men and

women.

Because Korea has been a Confucian-based culture th roughout much of

its histo ry, we predicted a pattern of relationships between PA and N A for

Koreans simila r to that hypo thesised for Chinese. What could account for

the mixed ® ndings for Koreans? Two possibilit ies can be identi® ed: one of

recent o rigin, the o ther of long-stand ing in ¯ uence. U ntil very recently,

China has no t been exposed much to Western religious in¯ uences and

cultu ral va lues. Confucian traditions have been the central cultu ral influ-

ences. Korea, by con tra st, has undergone considerable change over the past

two generations and many people have converted to Christian faiths, which

of course stress a world view in terms of inner psychic experience and

emotional re¯ ection and reactivity rooted in Western thinking. The per-

centage of the Korean population practising Christian ity is estimated to be

49% (World Almanac and Book of Facts 1997, p. 790). Likewise, 47% of the

Korean population is said to practise Buddhism (World Almanac). H ansen

(1992, p. 14) notes: `̀ Buddhism came from a philosophical cultu re with

extensive h istor ica l contact with ancient G reek and M iddle Eastern civili-

zations. The conceptual structure of its theory of language and mind

closely resembles that of our own Western fo lk psycho logy’ ’ . Yet because

of two thousand years of Confucian in ¯ uence in Korea, we might expect

the experience and representation of affect to re¯ ect a pattern neither

exclusively Eastern nor Western This explanation is admittedly speculative

and points to the need for speci® cation of explicit social psychological

p rocesses that underlie the cultural and gender in terpretations pu t for th

in th is paper.

Barret t and Russell (1998, p. 981) claim that the cont roversial issue

between bipo lar and independent construals o f a ffect `̀ is a matter of

naming rather than discovering new facts’ ’ . By `̀ naming’ ’ , they refer to

the labels researchers give to d imensions and scales (Barret t & Russell,

1998, pp. 979±981). We, too, believe that naming is importan t but especially

so on the pa rt of the persons subjectively experiencing and expressing their

affect. The present study shows that culture and gender fundamentally

shape how people express their affect. We argued that the differences

observed reside in d ifferent lingu istic and world views between indepen-

dent- and interdependent-based cultures, as modulated by gender d iffer-

ences in emot ion knowledge and practica l skills in emot ion management .

The ® nd ings seem to suggest that a ffect is a way of fu l® lling or expressing

one’s identity. This is consistent with : (a) Wittgenstein’s (1953) no tion of

cognition and emot ion as a language game, where people conform to

standards of correctness or propriety, (b) H arreÂ’s idea of emot ions as

expressions of judgement (H arreÂ, 1995), and (c) Park inson’s (1995) con-

strual of the function of emotions as conveying identity claims. N ot only is
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naming important to people experiencing and expressing affect, but it is

vital to how PA and N A relate to each other in ind ividual and cultura l

senses.
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